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Abstract 

This essay was written as my final research paper for Literary Theory & Criticism class 

(ENG415), a capstone course taught by Professor Malek Hardan Mohammed. This paper focuses 

on H.G. Wells’ popular novel The Time Machine where I employed theories from the school of 

Marxism alongside my analysis of the story, where I have identified Wells’ usage of political and 

social themes that talks of the corruption of his society during the Victorian Era. What makes 

this essay unique is how Well’ uses fiction and metaphors to converse with the reader about 

theories about social reformation and possible outcomes if society did not take action in fixing its 

economy and bringing balance between social classes.  

-- 

H.G. Wells: New Objectivity & The Marxist Machine 

Foreign schools of thoughts can broaden the horizons of regular masses if one takes the 

initiative to read literary works from any perspective. If we are speaking from the perspective of 

Economists, then H.G. Wells is an ideal person to delve into first.  Walter Benjamin’s essay The 

Author as A Producer carries a magnificent point of view by looking into a writer’s autonomy, 

explaining his rights to exist despite being in a different social class, and criticizes Bourgeoisie 

authors for being against freedom of speech and using writing for the sole purpose of 

entertainment only.  Benjamin states that if the author wants to be a producer, the writer’s 
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autonomy must be approved by the writer’s society. He implies that the Bourgeoisie as a social 

class when writing literary works, they do not acknowledge the writer’s autonomy, yet they 

include many revolutionary themes without seriously questioning itself as a social class. He also 

mentions that since a progressive writer would support the writer’s autonomy, then the writer 

should side himself with the proletariat, which also relates to Terry Eagleton’s essay ‘Towards A 

Science of the Text”. The reason Benjamin talks about Marxism is that he criticizes left-wing 

writers on using New Objectivity, a movement that extracts sensations of things and 

environments for the entertainment of the Bourgeoisie, as well as writer’s autonomy being 

shunned by the upper class and so is the importance of writers being producers. The novel I will 

be focusing in this essay is H.G. Wells’s The Time Machine, which I will explore the following 

Marxist themes of the Writer’s Autonomy, New Objectivity, and how an author can be a 

producer according to Benjamin’s theory in this essay. 

 Herbert George Wells is a British author who’s many famous novels based on his views 

of Darwinism, Futurism, and his political views which includes Marxism. His famous novel The 

Time Machine tells the story of an unnamed scientist who travels thousands of years into the 

future, where he encounters two evolutionary forms of the human race separated into two 

classes, the Elois and the Morlocks. Throughout The Time Machine, Wells describes the Elois as 

“Dresden-china type of prettiness” (26), while the Morlocks being “nauseatingly 

inhuman…those pale, chinless faces and great, lidless pinkish-grey eyes!” (54). From the point 

of writer’s autonomy, the author metaphorically described both the Elois (Bourgeoisie) and 

Morlocks (Proletariats) in a social subtext, and it is implied from the description of the Elois and 

Morlocks from the novel that the proletariat are filthy and thrive in slums, and vice-versa with 

the Bourgeoisie being clean and beautiful. Furthermore, the author’s “social situation forces him 
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to decide in whose service he wishes to place his activity” (Benjamin 167), so it is implied that 

Wells as an author places himself in the shoes of the proletariat, talking about the conditions of 

the Victorian era’s corrupt class system and how it treats the working class.  

 From the beginning of Benjamin’s essay, the writer’s autonomy needs to be progressive 

and sides with the weaker social class, where he “places himself on the side of the proletariat” 

(Benjamin 167); therefore, rebelling against the Bourgeoisie. What makes writer’s autonomy 

special is how the Bourgeoisie are against it is how Marxist writer Terry Eagleton explained it 

using a hermeneutic approach in analyzing texts scientifically, commenting: “[t]he literary text is 

not the ‘expression’ of social class. The text, rather, is a certain production of ideology, for 

which the analogy of a dramatic is in some ways appropriate” (171), and since Marxism is an 

ideology that falls under the umbrella of Socialism, it desires economic and labor equality 

between social classes, and Marxism has predicted social consequences “itself. Several specific 

Marxist predictions, as the ones dealing with increasing misery, the proletarization of the middle 

classes, the end of social mobility and the growing revo- lutionary activities as consequences of 

industrialization under capitalism” (Soares 366),  therefore making the Bourgeoisie dislike it as a 

result. 

 Another instance of writer’s autonomy is Wells’s subtle political comments in the novel, 

using the Time Traveler as his mouthpiece in this case as he portrays the Elois and the Morlocks 

as social classes, saying:  

Again, the exclusive tendency of richer people – due no doubt, to the 

increasing refinement of their education, and the wideneing gulf between them 

and the rude violence of the poor – is already leading to the closing, in their 
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interest, of considerable portions of the surface of the land… [i]n the end, above 

ground you must have the Haves, pursuing pleasure and comfort and beauty, and 

below ground the Have-nots; the Workers getting continually adapted to the 

conditions of their labour (47 – 48). 

It is obvious that Wells is expressing his frustration towards the Victorian society, more 

specifically, the ruling 1% that is the Bourgeoisie. The novel contains metaphors for both 

classes, naming the Bourgeoisie as the ‘Haves’ and the Proletariats as the ‘Have-nots’, and in 

Wells’s time, this could have caused him to be in conflict with the law if he directly pointed at 

both social classes. The reason why the novel is a spectacular lens for Marxist theories is because 

“the place of the intellectual in the class struggle can only be determined, or better still chosen, 

on the basis of his position within the production process” (168).  Furthermore, Eagleton 

supports Benjamin’s theory of a writer being a producer by looking back at historical events that 

shaped ideologies in the past. Because Karl Marx wrote the infamous The Communist 

Manifesto, Eagleton illustrates his reasoning behind it as “[t]he literary text, that is to say, 

produces ideology (itself a production) in a way analogous to the operations of the dramatic 

production on dramatic text” (171). Therefore, Well’s novel can be viewed not only from the 

lens of Marxism, but also Wells being a writer as a producer.  

Often time’s critics enjoy talking about art, and sometimes they describe art as 

autonomous, independent from life and look within its historical dialogue. From time to time, we 

take photographs of historical places that are rich in history, and some of these sites are full of 

tragedies that shaped either today’s events for the better, or vice-versa. Benjamin talked about 

New Objectivity in his essay and to define it as:  
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“Neue Sachlichkeit…a group of German artists in the 1920s whose works 

were executed in a realistic style (in contrast to the prevailing styles of 

Expressionism and Abstraction) and who reflected what was characterized as the 

resignation and cynicism of the post-World War I period in Germany” 

(britannica.com).  

The goal behind New Objectivity is to capture the essence of things and environments for 

the sole purpose of entertainment, and many left-wing activists supported it, which Benjamin 

explains its harms, explaining “had no other social function than that of continually extracting 

new effects or sensations from this situation for the public’s entertainment” (168 – 169). Moving 

on, one particular scene in the novel translates into what H.G. Wells would describe as New 

Objectivity, and it happened when the Time Traveler stumbles upon a ruin called ‘Palace of 

Green Porcelain’. This ‘palace’ in the novel is possibly satirized by Wells to mock New 

Objectivists into turning abandoned places full of history and turn it for the entertainment of the 

bourgeoisie, and the scene shows: 

“Within the big valves of the door—which were open and broken—we 

found, instead of the customary hall, a long gallery lit by many side windows. At 

the first glance I was reminded of a museum…The skull and the upper bones lay 

beside it in the thick dust, and in one place, where rain-water had dropped 

through a leak in the roof, the thing itself had been worn away. Further in the 

gallery was the huge skeleton barrel of a Brontosaurus. My museum hypothesis 

was confirmed. (61) 

 What we can confirm from this passage from the novel is how museums are also a home 

that carries the history of humankind and earth, which also brings the attention of New 
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Objectivists. Because the story is set in the far future, Wells somewhat mocks the New 

Objectivity movement by using words that has connotations related to the past, such as ‘time’, 

‘dust’, and ‘worn away’ and ‘brontosaurus’. New Objectivity as an artistic movement emerged in 

Germany during World War I, because of this; many artists who follow this philosophy are 

hypocrites.  Benjamin evidences it: “[t]urning to the New Objectivity as a literary movement I 

must go a step further, and say it has turned the struggle against misery into an object of 

consumption…these occurred within the bougeoise, into themes of entertainment and 

amusement (169). Benjamin furthers his comment on the matter, expressing his anger towards 

New Objectivists: “you made still-lifes out of tickets, spools of cotton, cigarette stubs. And mixed 

them with pictorial elements…And in this way you said to the public: look, your picture frame 

destroys time; the smallest authentic fragment of everyday life says more than painting.” (169).  In 

order to conclude this argument, we can definitely deduce from Benjamin’s Marxist theory that 

Wells did mock the movement of New Objectivity by using the ‘Palace of Green Porcelain’ as an 

example; therefore, brining the attention of Marxist readers and the proletariat.  

 Lastly, the ‘Author as a Producer’ theory from Benjamin’s essay takes the form of literature 

by turning a social phenomenon into a political matter. Benjamin emphasizes this by teaching 

other writers to write, illustrating “[t]he crucial point, therefore, is that a writer’s production must 

have the character of a model: it must be able to instruct other writers in their production…This 

apparatus will be the better, the more consumers it brings in contact with the production process” 

(170). What Benjamin means from his statement is that in order for a Marxist writer be clear 

about sending his message of supporting the class struggle, they must be able to instruct other 

writers on how certain events need utmost attention (e.g. the Bourgeoisie’s means of seizing 

production), and to explain it thoroughly: 
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 the privileged position of thè author as an ideological projection that 

functions as a principle of economy… The critical affirmation of the author's 

preeminence assures the unity of the meaning of the text for the reader, while 

simultaneously releasing a "single theological meaning," which cramps and 

constrains the reader's freedom to decode the text creatively (Stopford 186). 

In addition, we see this in The Time Machine where the Time Traveler elaborates on 

issues of his time with him being the mouthpiece for Wells. Wells expresses one issue from the 

novel is how the Bourgeoisie control the means of production in the Western world, and he 

decided to use the Time Traveler to speak for the author and teach other writers how to identify 

problems within their society:    

The science of our time has attacked but a little department of the field of 

human diseases…Our agriculture and horticulture destroy a weed just here and 

there and cultivate perhaps a score or so of wholesome plants, leaving the greater 

numbers to fight out a balance as they can…we improve them gradually, because 

our ideals are vague and tentative, and our knowledge is very limited (32 – 33) 

 Wells as a writer somehow was able to use the ‘Author as a Producer’ theory without 

realizing it, and Eagleton supports it as he evidences that “[t]he relation between the text and 

production is a relation of labour” (171). Because this essay focuses on the lens of Marxism, it is a 

controversial ideology but at the same time supports the proletariat by speaking out against the 

ruling 1%, and “[h]istory, then certainly ‘enters’ the text…but it enters it precisely as 

ideology...This is not to say that real history is present in the text but in disguised form” (Eagleton 

172).  

In conclusion, Benjamin talks about Marxism becayse he criticizes left-wing writers on using 

New Objectivity, a movement that extracts sensations of things and environments for the 
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entertainment of the Bourgeoisie, as well as writer’s autonomy being shunned by the upper class, 

and why the importance of writers being producers is needed in literature. 
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